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Abstract: Base on biosocial theories, this study discusses the possibility that with neurobiological
perspective, offenders could change their criminal behavior by empathy training. This study divides to
four main parts and each part reviews the previous studies according to each topic. The four topics are
1) the specific areas of the brain relates to aggressive and violent behavior; 2) violent and criminal
behavior is due to the impairment of empathy; 3) empathy training could change the brain function; 4)
the new findings of the relationship between the brain functioning and intervention programs in
criminology. Thus, crime→dysfunction of the brain→lacks empathy→empathy training→changes in
brain functioning→changes in criminal behavior.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Biosocial Criminology and biosocial theories believe that the cause of crime is due to the interplay
of the environmental factors and biological factors. According to a literature review (Barnes et al, 2012)
which covers the contemporary biosocial criminology studies from 2000 to 2012, Barnes and his
colleagues summarized the five major domains of biosocial criminology1. Among them,
neurocriminology is of particular importance that most of the evolutionary, genetic, and biological risk
factors manifest its impact on either the structure or the functioning of the brain (Barnes et al, 2012).
How to explain the interaction between environment and neuro?

Source: Advantages and Applications of Neural Network Algorithms
http://dataunion.org/31528.html
Figure 1: Neural Plasticity
Now, we have evidence that brain is not a static organ. The organization of brain circuitry is constantly
changing as a function of experience (Bryan et al, 2003), and these changes we call brain plasticity or
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neural plasticity. It is widely known that each neuron includes synapses (axons & dendrites), neuron cell
body and neurotransmitter. Let us imagine that every experience, thought, and feeling will leave a “mark”
on the brain. This “mark”, in terms of the study(Bryan et al, 2003), is to add or lost synapses in a particular
region of the brain. The neuronal cells code the experience, thought or feeling as a form of electrical
signals, which is received by the synapses of the neurons, and converses to output and passed through
the axons to the next neuron. The next neuron can accept or reject through a type of chemical messenger,
neurotransmitter (see Figure 1).
By this way, our brains could code our behavior and when we think about to reappear the behavior,
they release information by neuron to provoke the behavior. Behavior is provoked by neuron which have
been found by scientists, who used a particular light to induced behaviors by activating Zebrafish’s
specific neurons (Yizhar et al, 2011; Douglass et al, 2008).
After the mechanism of neurocriminology mentioned above, we come back to talk about the awkward
situation of prevention in criminology. With the tons of life-course prevention or intervention programs
and evaluations of crime prevention programs(Vaske et al,2011; Rocque ert al, 2012; Vaske, 2017 ), two
misty still hung over criminologist. First of all, how effective the prevention is? James Q. Wilson asserted
that “most rehabilitative efforts failed” and “Crime is also reduced when a nation increases its use of
prisons” (Welsh, 2013). After then, why the prevention or intervention works? Even we know some
prevention or intervention is effective, e.g. cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) is the most successful
treatment choice when working with offenders, we still do not know the reasons why and why they are
effective for only a subset of participants(Vaske et al, 2011).
Therefore, the ultimate cause of crime might underlay the biosocial factors, the neuron of our brains.
1.2. Significance of the study
This study has a significant meaning to intervention. First, how or whether treatment interventions
affect neuropsychological processes may play a salient role in shaping their effectiveness (Vaske et al,
2011). Second, in addition to knowing why treatment is effective, it is important to understand who does
not benefit from treatment, so that adjustments to treatment can be made for individuals who need
additional support (Vaske, 2017). Accordingly, moving toward a biosocial theory of offender
rehabilitation is an avenue worthy of serious consideration (Vaske et al, 2011). Therefore, this study is
also essential to prevention and policy making as well.
Afterward, to understand how a behavior accrued offers us an ultimate theory to explain criminal
behavior. When we look at the development of criminology theory, from classical theory to situational
theory, some theories could only respectively explain some type of crime or explains limit criminal
behaviors, and it always has an exception. Take disorganized theory for example, not all people tend to
commit crime in disorganized communities. Some theories could barely tackle the problem surface or
the correlated factors, which they hope that the underlying causes might be randomly worked out together,
too. In biosocial theory, we aware that the different environment has impact on the change of individual
neural plasticity. This theory directly reveals the underlying cause to us. Biosocial criminology wants to
strengthen traditional criminological theories by adding relevant concepts and methodologies to them; it
does not seek to replace them(Kenvin, 2010).
1.3. Purpose of the study
This study narrows down the topic to neural factors of empathy and criminal behavior, to find the
possible biosiocal explanation of reducing crime.The key to this study is examining the brain functioning
after empathy training.
In criminology, few studies discuss the cognitive-behavioral therapy (Vaske et al, 2011; Cornet et al,
2015; Cornet et al, 2016 ) and evidence-based treatment(Vaske et al, 2017) with biosocial perspective.
However, each program has multiple neural correlates, including the neural correlates of cognitive
empathy, emotional empathy, moral feelings, moral reasoning, and self-awareness (Vaske et al,
2011) .With all those neural correlates, it is a daunting task to determine if synapses have been added or
lost in a particular region (Bryan et al, 2013). As we could not observe all change of those synapses, it is
practical that we identified a smaller region. As a result, we focus on the neural correlates of empathy.
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2. Literature review
2.1. Theoretical framework
This study is based on contemporary biosocial theory, which emphasizes the interplay between
biological and environmental risk factors in the production of antisocial behaviours (Kenvin, 2010).
At the outset, criminologists ignored and rejected the biological factors on crime, due to the
unscientific findings from early “biological criminology” studies (Diana, 2004) and the ethical issues
along those findings. However, with the development of human science and many new evidence,
criminology return to contemporary biosocial theory in 20th-century, stated by Nicole (2006). It is distinct
from tradition “biological criminology”(Diana, 2004; Matt, 2013) in three main ways: 1) biological and
social constructs are complementary players; 2) biological factors increase the risk, but not determine, to
be criminal. It could be changed; 3) most important of all, it is scientific (Matt, 2013).
2.2. Previous studies
Early in 1998, a paper reviews studies on three specific biological risk factors for violence and crime.
The risk factors contain physiological arousal, dysfunction of the brain and the birth complications, which
they respectively made suggestions with, biofeedback training, cognitive remediation and prenatal,
perinatal, and postnatal health care interventions.
As arousal is in part regulated by the frontal lobe and the empirical support for the link of the birth
complications and violence is limited, we focus on the dysfunction of the brain. Raine and Liu(1998)
describe that the findings of the dysfunction of the brain would give rise to the possibility that cognitive
remediation of these neuropsychological deficits may be effective in reducing rates of violence(Raine et
al.,1998). Two decades have passed since 1998, this chapter would combine several studies recently to
explore this possibility.
2.2.1. Prefrontal cortex and the medial temporal, the regions of aggressive and violent behavior
Bufkin and Luttrell (2009) review 17 neuroimaging studies which link the aggressive, violent
behaviors to brain. The 17 studies are summarized in their paper which are also attached after this review
(see Appendix). The samples of the 17 studies derived from forensic settings, prisons, psychiatric
hospitals, and on violent offenders who are noninstitutionalized. Different neuroimaging techniques were
used in those studies, single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), positron emission
tomography (PET)², magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)³and functional MRI (fMRI)4. This new-found
ability to view the brain “in action” has broadened our understanding of the neural circuitry that underlie
emotional regulation and affiliated behaviors (Bufkin et al.,2009). They find prefrontal cortex and the
medial temporal (particularly left-particular) associated with aggressive and violent behavior. The
conclusion is consistent with Raine and Liu (1998) (see Figure 2).

Source: Toward a biosocial theory of offender rehabiltiation: Why does cognitive-behavioral therapy
work? (Vaske et al, 2011).
Figure 2: Lateral/side view of the brain
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However, differing from cognitive remediation, the intervention most consistently promoted is drug
therapy, which has been successful in reducing aggressive behavior (Bufkin et al.,2009). How could we
use the drug therapy in people without committing crime? This prediction without foolproof, dysfunction
may be best viewed as a predisposition to violence rather than prefrontal dysfunction, in and of itself,
causing violence (Raine et al.,1998). In this situation, cognitive remediation is the best choice. Many
studies agree that the violation of social rules is related to difficulties in understanding other people’s
mental states and emotional sharing(Mariano et al.,2017), which are part of the empathic construct.
2.2.2. Criminal behavior, the impairment of empathy
According to Zaki and Ochsner (2012), empathic construct is divided into three dimensions, including
pro-social concern, mentalizing and emotional sharing. A study investigates the role of empathy in
subjects with social deficit which evaluates these competences of empathy construct in 74 criminal
subjects. They find the criminal offenders group demonstrated a lower ability in empathy. The logistic
regression results show that the higher the deficits in the mentalizing component are, the higher the
probability of committing a crime against another person (Mariano et al.,2017).
2.2.3. Empathy Training
Providing remediation early in life may be critically important to success since it is likely that brain
mechanisms are more plastic at an earlier age, allowing for a greater ability of undamaged areas to be
“retrained” to take over the lost functions (Raine et al.,1998). Klimecki, Leiberg, Ricard, and Singer(2013)
conducted a study to investigate functional neural plasticity underlying the augmentation of empathy. In
their study, the experimental group of participants was first trained in empathic resonance and
subsequently in compassion. They conducted a repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) to determine how the different training regimes affected subjective experiences of empathy,
positive affect and negative affect in response to the SoVT. After they analyzed imaging data using eventrelated statistics on the whole brain, they find that training empathy was associated with activations in a
network spanning insula, aMCC, temporal gyrus, DLPFC, operculum and parts of basal ganglia
(Klimecki et al., 2013). Those brain areas involved in cross-sectional studies on empathy for pain, that
means their involvement in self-experienced pain, and negative affect in general. In summary, the present
findings reveal that already short-term affective intervention programs can induce reliable experiential
and neural plasticity(Klimecki et al., 2013).
2.2.4. New Findings
Table 1: Comparison of studies
study

subject

sample

Related
variables

Neurobiological
measurement

Findings

Lewis et al,
2008;

emotion
regulation

Children

prefrontal
brain activity

MRI

significant

Woltering et
al, 2012;

self-regulation

Children

prefrontal
brain activity

EGG

significant

Ross, 2012;

executive
cognitive
functions (ECFs)

Prisoners

12 variables

neuropsychological
measures

Nonsignificant

Cornet et al,
2016

cognitive skills

Prisoners

14 variables

neurocognitive tasks

Nonsignificant

(Lewis et al, 2008; Woltering et al, 2012; E. H. Ross, 2012; Cornet et al, 2016)
What about aggressive/violent behaviors? With empathy training, will criminal offenders come to
understand other people’s feeling and stop their criminal behavior? Before we talk about the possibility,
till now, only four studies(Lewis et al, 2008; Woltering et al, 2012; E. H. Ross, 2012; Cornet et al, 2016)
exam the brain functioning after intervention programs aimed to reduce antisocial behavior. 1) The first
study(Lewis et al, 2008) thinks that children aggressive behavior problems links to disorders of emotion
regulation, which are embedded in neurobiological differences. They scanned the brain area by MRI3
before and after an intervention combined PMT/CBT program. Through compare children who were
improved with treatment and who were not, the study does find the change of the brain functioning. 2)
The second study(Woltering et al, 2012) use Electroencephalogram(EGG)5 to detect the electrical
changes in the neural correlates of self-regulation (SR) after treatment. The study sample is 71 children
aged 8-12 years old. 3) Ross’s study(2012) focus on antisocial behaviours and deficits of prisoners in
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executive cognitive functions (ECFs). Without mind-scan measurement technique, it conducts
neuropsychological measures of ECFs. 4) The last study(Cornet et al, 2016) targets at prisoners, too.
They measure prisoners’ neurocognitive functioning by neurocognitive tasks. Compare the groups who
completed a cognitive skills training program and who were not. As same as study by Ross(2012), it did
not scan the brain functioning directly. Both Woltering et al. (2012) and Lewis et al. (2008) found there
was a reduction in ventral prefrontal brain activity among children, which indicates increased efficiency
of self-regulatory and emotion-control mechanisms(Cornet et al, 2016). However, E. H. Ross (2012) and
Cornet et al.(2016) did not find the same outcome, no change in neurocognitive functioning among adult
prisoners after intervention programs(see table 1).
3. Discussion
Why are the findings not consistent? Though the number of the studies is too few to illustrate the
issues, we still could discuss the possible answers by comparing the procedure of those studies.
First of all, one explanation is may due to the different age of the sample. It is said that the neural
plasticity may be distinct by age. The formal two studies target at children, while the last two studies
prisoners. Bryan et al.(2003) has made a test among animal and drawn a conclusion that “experience
alters the brain, and it does so in an age-related manner”(see Figure 3). They believe that that neural
plasticity has its own limit, but we are still not know the degree of age-related or what the principle of
the limitation.

synapses

Source: Bryan Kolb, Gibb, R., & Robinson, T. E. (2003). Brain Plasticity and Behavior. American
Psychological Society, 49, 43–64.
Figure 3: Photograph of a neuron
Then, the different measurement may play a significant role of those findings as well. The formal two
studies directly observe the brain area, while the last two studies indirectly measure it. As four studies
are short-term studies. The treatment or intervention might have altered the nerve already, but not enough
to be realized by the human being. Meanwhile, the task requires a complex set of cognitive skills and
involves executive control processes (Cornet et al, 2016).
Last but not least, it is the multiple variables problem, as the last two studies contain 12-14 variables.
This review mentioned above that too much variables are hard to locate the area of brain functioning. In
a similar or logical way, it is conceivable that the selected neurocognitive skills were not targeted during
intervention and, therefore, may not have undergone change (Cornet et al, 2016).
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3.1. The possibility
In conclusion, the question that can empathy training prevent crime with neurobiological prospective
comes clear. It is worth to conduct a study based on this question. Our desire is not to reduce aggression
and/or violence to brain functioning but to inform of advances in neurological analyses of emotion
regulation and their importance to studies of that behavior (Bufkin et al.,2009). It is argued that biology
is not a destiny for violence, that we can change biological risk factors using benign, noninvasive
techniques, and that a new generation of biosocial health research is required to help develop new
strategies for more successful violence management(Raine et al.,1998).
3.2. Suggestions for future research
We could conduct more studies with Electroencephalogram (EGG). This imaging methodology,
compare to other imaging methodology, have many advantages: with higher temporal resolution, directly
measures brain activity; low level of expertise needed; lower cost($25,000); full portable; and what’s
more, it is harmless to human being which could be tested repeatedly. The only drawback for EEG is the
spatial resolution, which could be overcame by calculations.
Note:
Five major domains of biosocial criminology are evolutionary criminology, biological criminology,
behavior genetics, molecular genetics, and neurocriminology.
Positron Emission Tomography (PET): It is a functional brain measurement technique. Nuclear
imaging technique that uses a radioactive drug tracer to detect how tissues and organs are functioning,
measuring low concentrations of molecules to detect cell-to-cell communication, and track a substances
distribution within and movement into and out of the brain.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI): It is a structural brain measurement technique. Imaging
technique that uses a magnetic field and radio waves to generate detailed images of water molecules in a
cross section or area of the brain. Different types of tissue hold different amounts of water, generating
maps or pictures of the brain that contrast and detect structural abnormalities such as size, density and
volume of brain tissue such as white and grey matter.
Functional MRI (fMRI): It is a functional brain measurement technique. Also known as a functional
MRI (fMRI), this imaging technique measures brain activity by detecting changes associated with blood
flow and oxygenation. https://www.recoveryanswers.org/recovery-101/brain-in-recovery/
Electroencephalogram (EGG): It measures the electrical activity of our brain via electrodes that are
placed on the scalp. https://imotions.com/blog/eeg-vs-mri-vs-fmri-differences/
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Appendix
17 Neuroimaging Studies Review by Bufkin and Luttrell (2009)
Table 2 Neuroimaging Studies in Aggressive , Violent, and/or Antisocial Patients
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